In this work, we analyse and model a real life financial loan application belonging to a sample bank in the Netherlands. The log is robust in terms of data, containing a total of 262 200 event logs, belonging to 13 087 different credit applications. The dataset is heterogeneous and consists of a mixture of computer generated automatic processes and manual human tasks. The goal is to work out a decision model, which represents the underlying tasks that make up the loan application service, and to assess potential areas of improvement of the institution's internal processes. To this end we study the impact of incomplete event logs for the extraction and analysis of business processes. It is quite common that event logs are incomplete with several amounts of missing information (for instance, workers forget to register their tasks). Absence of data is translated into a drastic decrease of precision and compromises the decision models, leading to biased and unrepresentative results.
Introduction
In recent years, we have witnessed a vast increase in information. Given that the price of storage devices has been decreasing throughout the years, storing millions of records of information has become a common and affordable task in current enterprises / institutions. These large amounts of data pose serious difficulties in the extraction of valuable information, and the analysis of these datasets has become an extremely complex task. Enterprises often do not have control of the underlying processes that make up their products or services. This translates in workflow sequences with several redundant tasks, which play a crucial role in increasing the amount of expenses of a company and delays in the delivery of a final product / service to a client.
In this work, we have the challenge to model a real life financial event log of a loan application belonging to a sample bank in the Netherlands. The log is robust in terms of data, containing a total of 262 200 event logs, belonging to 13 087 credit applications. The only information known is that a customer selects a certain amount of money and submits her / his request to the bank's web platform. Some automatic tasks are triggered and one can verify if an application is eligible for credit. The underlying tasks of this loan application are heterogeneous and consists of a mixture of computer generated processes and manual human tasks. The identification of the underlying processes that lead to a product / service is a very important task and an active research field in the scientific community, more specifically in the domain of Business Process Management [2] .
Business Process Management
Defined as the set of techniques responsible for the optimisation of a company's business processes, Business Process Management promises the automatic detection of redundant tasks, cycles or unprofitable sequences of events, leading to an increase in the company's productivity, efficiency and a reduction of operational costs. Under these circumstances, a business process is understood as a collection of tasks that are linked and executed in a sequence until they result in a product or a service delivered to a client [1, 44] .
One of the techniques used in Business Process Management (and which will be the focus of this work) is Process Mining. Process mining is a technique that enables the automatic analysis of business processes based on event logs.
Instead of designing a workflow, process mining consists in gathering the information of the tasks that take place during the workflow process and storing that data in structured formats called event logs [4] . While gathering this information, it is assumed that (1) each event refers to a task in the business process, (2) each event is associated with an instance of the workflow and (3) since the events are stored by their execution time, it is assumed that they are sorted [3] . This means that the ordering of the activities can be described by causal relationships, suggesting that decision models capable of representing cause/effect relationships are suitable models for the representation and analysis of the company's workflows and business process. Probabilistic graphical models, such as Bayesian Networks, are examples of decision models which are capable of representing influences or causal relationships between events [26] .
The Problem of Missing Data
Event logs are the main source of data for the discovery of the business processes that make up a company.
However, it is quite common that event logs are incomplete with several amounts of missing information (for instance, workers forget to register their tasks, system crashes, etc). Usually statistical methods are applied to the existing data, in order to create knowledge and overcome the missing data. However, most of the statistical methods require a complete dataset (or at least a dataset sufficiently robust) in order to perform accurate predictions [23] . Absence of data is translated into a drastically decrease of precision and compromises the statistical model, leading to biased and unrepresentative results. This affects all fields ranging from genetics [19] , psychology [27] , medical research [37] , etc.
Missing data involves (or leads to) high levels of uncertainty. In corporations, although many tasks are automated (that is, they are executed by computers), there is also a significant human component in these tasks. This human work force is subjected to human judgment errors, which needs to make decisions under scenarios with high levels of uncertainty (either missing data, untrusted information, or simply decisions under pressure). Human judgment errors can lead to redundant tasks in companies or lead to more unnecessary and more complex sequences of tasks, causing additional operational costs to companies or inaccurate decisions [21] . Under the scope of human judgment errors, there is a large collection of works over the literature reporting experimental findings demonstrating that humans constantly violate the laws of classical probability theory and logic in decision scenarios under uncertainty, leading to a set of decision paradoxes and fallacies [40, 41, 42, 22, 43, 38 ].
Quantum Cognition
In order to accommodate decision paradoxes, a new discipline emerged in the last couple of decades, which is called Quantum cognition. Quantum cognition has emerged as a research field that aims to build cognitive models using the mathematical principles of quantum mechanics. Given that classical probability theory is very rigid in the sense that it poses many constraints and assumptions (single trajectory principle, obeys set theory, etc.), it becomes too limited (or even impossible) to provide simple models that can capture human judgments and decisions since people are constantly violating the laws of logic and probability theory [14, 16, 6] .
Under a classical setting, probabilistic inferences are computed using the law of total probability. Let A be a random variable defined by real numbers and contained in a sample space ω, and let B i with i = 1, . . . N be a partition of the same sample space, then the classical law of total probability is:
Quantum cognition differs from classical theory in the following way. In quantum cognition, probabilities are defined by complex numbers, instead of real numbers, and are called amplitudes. In this work, we address to complex amplitudes by the symbol ψ. Note that a complex number is a number that can be expressed in the form z = a + ib, where a and b are real numbers and i corresponds to the imaginary part, such that i 2 = −1. Alternatively, a complex number can be described in the form z = |r| e iθ , where |r| = √ a 2 + b 2 . The e iθ term is defined as the phase of the amplitude. These amplitudes are related to classical probability by taking the squared magnitude of these amplitudes through Born's rule [18] . This is achieved by multiplying the amplitude with its complex conjugate (Equation 1).
A consequence of using Born's rule to define probabilities is the emergence of quantum interference effects, which are the heart of quantum cognition. If we expand Equation 1, we will end up with a quantum probability formula, which contains two terms: one that corresponds to the classical probability and another term that corresponds to the quantum interference effects [15] .
By manipulating the quantum interference term, we can disturb the classical probability values through constructive interferences (when the interference term is positive) or destructive interferences (when the interference term is negative). One can also look at quantum probabilistic inferences as an additional layer to classical inferences that allows a non-linear parameterisation of the data. Our hypothesis is that one can take advantage of this additional parametric layer and use it to improve the results of decision models in Business Process Management, which suffer from high levels of uncertainty due to the negative impacts of missing data. This would lead to more robust decision scenarios that could help reduce operational costs in companies by reducing insignificant tasks and consequently improving the service delivery times to clients.
So far, the literature shows that quantum cognitive models are able to accommodate many paradoxical situations in a general and straightforward framework [5, 7, 13] . There are also quantum predictive models that are able to predict the outcome of these decision scenarios with low percentage errors. However, current quantum cognitive models have been applied in very simple decision scenarios (for instance, the Prisoner's Dilemma), which can be modelled with at most two random variables [45, 31, 32] . To the best of our knowledge, no quantum-like model has ever been applied in the context of a complex real life decision scenario, such as in Business Process Management.
Main Contributions
The applicability of quantum-like models in complex real life scenarios, such as medical decision-making problems or in economical / financial scenarios, is still an open research question in the literature and so far, to the best of our knowledge, no such studies have been conducted. For this reason, the purpose of this work is to give a first step towards this direction and test the effectiveness of quantum-like cognitive models in a real life financial scenario corresponding to a Dutch financial institute, which provides credit loans to its clients.
Since most of the times event logs are incomplete and lack large amounts of data, the main contribution of this work is the study of the impacts of missing data in the reconstruction of the institution's business processes. We investigate how classical probabilistic models are affected by missing data and we explore quantum-like probabilistic inferences as alternative mathematical models to classical probability models.
The main contributions of this work are the following:
1. Optimisation of the institution's business processes by identifying and eliminating redundant tasks. This leads to an exponential drop in the costs and times that are involved in the loan application.
2. Extraction of Decision Model representative of a reduced and optimised loan application of the institution's credit applications.
3. Dealing with Missing Data by exploring the impact of two different probabilistic inference frameworks (one based on classical probability theory and another based quantum theory).
Organisation
Given the complexity of the problem, this work is segmented and organised in the following topics:
• Processing of the event log by discovering the underlaying information that makes up the event log and making sense of the relevance of this information for the construction of the business process (Section 2.1).
• Extraction of the institution's business process by extracting the sequence of tasks involved in each loan application from the financial institute event log and by detecting redundant and misconducted tasks (Section 2.2);
• Construction of a decision model representative of the business process extracted. There are many options to be explored here. For this work, we opted for Bayesian Networks (Section 4);
• Investigation of the impact of missing data in the event log for classical and non-classical probabilistic inferences. We explore alternative mathematical approaches to deal with uncertainty that are not based in classical probability theory. Again, there are many non-kolmogorovian probabilistic frameworks. For this work, and due to the recent successful application of quantum-like models [14] , we will investigate quantum-like probabilistic inferences (Section 4.2).
Case Study: a Loan Application Bank in the Netherlands
The event log that we use in this work is taken from a bank in the Netherlands and corresponds to a loan application, where customers request a certain amount of money. This dataset has been provided for the BPI Challenge in 2012 and is publicly available 1 . The only information that is given in that the application starts with a webpage that enables the submission of loan applications. A customer selects a certain amount of money and then submits his request.
Then, the application performs some automatic tasks and checks if an application is eligible. If it is eligible, then the customer is sent an offer by mail. After this offer is received, it will be evaluated. In case of any missing information, the offer goes back to the client and is again evaluated until all the required information is gathered. A final evaluation is done to the application and it is approved [10] .
It is also known that the process is composed of three different groups of processes. The first letter of each task corresponds to an identifier of the sub process it belongs to. The tasks that start with letter A correspond to states of the application, which are computer automatic tasks. The tasks that start with letter O correspond to offers, which are communicated to the client. It is not clear from the dataset if these tasks are automatically generated by the application or if they involve any human work. And the tasks that start with letter W correspond to the work item belonging to the application and correspond to human tasks.
Processing the Event Log
The log consists of a structured file, which require a substantial amount of processing effort in order to identify and extract all relevant information for the analysis. In total, we identified 262 200 events, which are contained in 13 087 different loan applications. Each loan application is associated with some amount of money requested by the client.
The summary of all different tasks extracted from the event log are discriminated throughout Tables 1 to 3 . Table 1 summarises the computed automated tasks, A . These tasks correspond to the bank application and from it is understood from the data, the costumer triggers the initiation of the process by submitting some required amount of money. The root node of the entire application was identified as being A SUBMIT T ED. At this stage, we already identify some redundancy in the data since it seems that the processes A SUBMIT T ED and A PART LY SUBMIT T ED always occur together and in sequence. This means that the bank application has an additional process that is unnecessarily consuming time and computer resources. However, we can only confirm this redundancy after analysing the graphical structure of the process (Section 2.2). The same redundancy was found at the end of the application process.
The three redundant end nodes identified were A APPROV ED, A REGIST ERED and A ACT IVAT ED. These three events always occur together interchangeably. is changed to COMPLET E. Tasks that are postponed to some specified date (or time) are marked SCHEDULE. For the analysis of the event log and for the extraction of the business process, we only considered the tasks that were in state COMPLET E. Since these tasks are purely performed by humans, it is expected a lot of errors while conducting them. For instance, the task W Change contract details exists on the system, however it has never been performed by any worker in the financial institute. Table 2 : Worker tasks that were identified during the processing of the event log. Workers tasks mean that these tasks are pure manual and performed by humans [10] . Table 3 summarises the tasks that correspond to Offers. It is not clear from the dataset or from the information provided if these tasks correspond to human tasks or to applications tasks. We are guessing that they are a mix of both, but we will never know this with certainty. For what we understood from the process, whenever a loan application is elicit for credit, an offer is created and sent to the client. This offer can be sent back to the client, presumably if some changes are needed to the offer. It can also be accepted if the client accepts the offer or it can be cancelled or declined.
Regarding these last two, it is not clear the difference between them, but it is supposed that an offer can be declined if the client or the institution rejects the offer. Three possibly redundant tasks were also identified, given that they always appear together: O CREAT ED, O SELECT ED and O SENT . Again, this redundancy of tasks can contribute to a drop in the productivity of the service by consuming extra resources and time.
Summarising, the dataset contained a total of 262 200 events, which are contained in 13 087 different loan applications. We identified 24 different events and several redundant events that could be subjected to some degree of optimisation.
Extracting a Business Model
In a first step towards the understanding of the company's business processes, we generated a graphical model
showing the sequence of all tasks that were conducted from the beginning of the loan application request, until its end (either with a successful application or with a rejection). The resulting plot shows a graphical structure where each node represents a task and each edge represents the probability of transiting from one task to another ( Figure 1 ).
To extract informational value out of the business process, we removed sequence of tasks that were very unlikely to occur. In other words, tasks that had very small transition probabilities. Consider Figure 2 , which is a representation of a subset of the business process in Figure 1 . For instance, the probability of executing the sequence of tasks A DECLINED → W RateFraud is 0.0068. Since the occurrence of the sequence of these tasks is very rare, one can ignore it and discard it from the analysis. In this work, we established that sequences of tasks with a transition probability bellow 0.05 were not relevant to assess the value of the internal processes conducted in the company and, consequently, they were ignored. Either the client or the institution rejected the offers or the offer was cancelled for some reasons Table 3 : Tasks corresponding to Offers that were identified during the processing of the event log. These tasks are not fully known if they are conducted by works, by automatic application processes or by a mix of both [10] . Part of the business process extracted where we identify and remove very rare sequences of tasks. We consider that a sequence is rare if the probability of its occurrent is bellow 0.05.
Elimination of Redundant Tasks
When identifying the business processes from the event log, we suspected that there were several tasks, which were redundant and could be merged into a single task. Regarding the automatic processes, two sets of tasks were identified:
{ A SUBMITTED, A PARTLYSUBMITTED } and { A APPROVED, A ACTIVATED, A REGISTERED }. After extracting the causal relations and dependencies between events, we were able to confirm that in fact these tasks are redundant and contribute to an increase of operational costs and, consequently, on a decrease of productivity and efficiency. Considering Figure 3 , we can see that after the root node A SUBMIT T ED, the node A PART LY SUBMIT T ED always occurs. To extract a more efficient business process out of the data, we will merge these two tasks into a single one and call it A START APPLICAT ION. The same occurs for the ending processes ( Figure 4 ). The dataset shows that before a credit is approved, these three nodes occur interchangeably. Again, they are consuming extra and unnecessary resources and in order to reduce the complexity of the model, we merged these tasks into a single one: { A APPROVED, A ACTIVATED,
And, finally, in Figure 5 , the dataset shows that after an offer is created, the offer is always sent. Also, it seems that there are no rules in the application of the task O SELECT ED. Almost half of the times it is triggered by the finalisation of the automatic process A FINALIZED. Some other times, it is the task O SELECT ED that triggers the A FINALIZED task. This last transition makes no real sense, because first the automatic processes are conducted and only then, if they are successful, the manual tasks and offer tasks start. Given this order inconsistency, it seems that this task has been subjected to human intervention. It is straightforward that an offer cannot be done before the application process is finalised, so we know that A FINALIZED precedes the creation of the offer. To avoid redundancy and inconsistencies, we decided to group the three tasks into a single one called
Note that by removing these redundancies and unnecessary tasks, we were able to reduce the complexity of the business process from 24 tasks to 18.
Elimination of Cycles
The next step to optimise the business process is to eliminate cycles. This step plays an important role for two main reasons. First, it enables the discovery of cyclic sequences of tasks. Usually, these types of tasks are redundant and they contribute for the company's inefficiency. This translates again into a decrease in productivity and a vast increase in operational costs and production (or service delivery) time. Second, literature has reported the effectiveness of acyclic decision models as good approaches to model business processes and sequences of events [12] . A type of acyclic decision models that we are going to explore in this work are the Bayesian Networks [33] .
Figure 6: Subprocess containing a transition with a cycle. The transition with the lowest probability was removed in order to guarantee an acyclic structure.
These two reasons made us pursue the direction of eliminating cycles in the business process as a way to optimise the underlying processes that make up the financial institute. Figure 6 , for instance, consists in a fragment of the business process, which contains cycles. One can easily notice that there could be human error between the transition of the manual task to the automatic task W FixingIncomingLead → A PREACCEPT ED (which only contains a transition probability of 0.0684) vs the opposite direction A PREACCEPT ED → W Fixing Incoming Lead (which has a probability of 0.3417). This actually makes some sense. Human worker's tasks are more subjected to human errors in contrast with pre-programmed computer automatised tasks. In these circumstances, we eliminate the cycle by simply deleting the edge with the lowest probability of occurrence. In Figure 6 , the same reasoning can be made between tasks W Fixing Incoming Lead and A DECLINED.
Final Network Structure
Summarising, to extract a network structure representing the underlying processes that make up the financial institute, we proceeded in the following way:
1. Processing of the event log, identifying all tasks that were being conducted in the institute and determining the frequency of their occurrences. In the end, we identified 24 different tasks, contained in 262 200 events, which belonged to 13 087 different loan applications.
2. Extraction of a network structure, which initially was very complex to deal with due to the vast amount of transitions between tasks.
3. Optimisation of the network structure, which consisted in three main steps: (1) elimination of all edges with a transition probability bellow 0.05, (2) identification and elimination of redundant tasks and (3) identification and elimination of cycles.
In the end, we obtained a clear acyclic graphical structure ( Figure 7 ) representative of the business processes that makes up the financial institute from the beginning of a loan application until its end (either with a successful outcome or a denial). This structure is more clear and can now be analysed in therms of probabilistic inferences.
Given the acyclic structure of the network, the next step is to fill the corresponding conditional probability table, which show the probability distribution of a random variable given its parents nodes. In the next section, we briefly explain how this was achieved.
Learning the Conditional Probabilities
The acyclic network structure that we obtained from the event log is called a Bayesian Network. Bayesian networks are probabilistic graphical models that are used to model decision scenarios and to make probabilistic inferences, that is, asking queries to the model and receiving answers in the form of probability values.
Under the realm of process mining, Bayesian Networks can represent activities as nodes (i.e. random variables) and the edges between activities can be seen as transitions between these tasks. From this structure, it is possible to automatically learn the conditional probability tables from a complete log of events using statistical models. Every node of the network is associated with a conditional probability tables, which specifies the probability distribution of a node, given its parents nodes.
Having a complete network structure, estimation of the probabilities of a node given its parents nodes is straightforward. The financial institute provided a complete sample of their event log. When we have a known network structure and a full dataset, then the conditional probabilities of the network can be computed by simply counting how many times the conditioned variables occurred in the dataset. For instance, in the example in Figure 8 , the variable O OFFER SENT has one single parent node, A FINALIZED. Both variables are binary and can represent the presence or absence of the event: if the task A FINALIZED has been executed, then it is present, otherwise it is absent from the application form.
Using the example in Figure 8 , the learning process of a conditional probability table from a complete dataset with a known network structure simply consists in counting the number of occurrences of each assignment of the random variables and normalising the final counts to obtain a probability value. When the variable O OFFER SENT has the value present , there are 2 out of 3 entries in the dataset where its parent variable also occurs (probability of 0.67) and 1 out of 3 entries where it does not (with probability 0.33). In the same way, when O OFFER SENT is absent, then we find that there is 1 out of 2 entries in the dataset where its parent variable is found to be present and absent, leading to a probability of 0.5.
One can see that the task of learning is very easy and straightforward in these circumstances, however, in most of the real world scenarios that is not the case. It is quite common that event logs are incomplete with several amounts of missing information (for instance, workers forget to register their tasks). Absence of data is translated into a drastically Figure 8 : Example of learning a conditional probability table from a complete dataset and a known network structure. The learning process consists in simply counting the number of occurrences of each assignment of the random variables and normalizing the final counts to obtain a probability value.
decrease of precision and compromises the statistical models, leading to biased and unrepresentative results. For the study of this work, which consists in comparing the effectiveness of quantum-like probabilistic inferences with classical inferences, it is straightforward that for a complete dataset, it is understandable that the classical probabilistic inferences performed by the classical model will always be more representative of the data, because we are learning the data in a classical way. The interesting question to explore is, what is the impact of quantum-like probabilistic inferences when the dataset is not robust enough and suffers from a vast amount of missing information (which is actually quite common in real world scenarios). In this situation, the classical statistical models cannot generalise well and will lead to inaccurate results. To explore this condition, we randomly removed 70% of the data from the event log and used a learning algorithm called Expectation / Maximisation to learn the conditional probability tables of the Bayesian Network [8] . Generally speaking, expectation / maximisation is a statistical method that assumes that data follows a Gaussian probability distribution. This way, the mean and the variance of the probability distribution can be estimated by only knowing a partial sample of the dataset. The details of this algorithm already fall out the scope of this paper, but the reader can refer to the book of Bishop [11] for further details. It is interesting to notice that the conditional probabilities learned using the incomplete dataset do not reveal much information about the underlying business processes of the institution. The conditional probability tables learned for most of the tasks has nearly a 50% chance of either the task occurring or not. To give a more specific example, we can see that the probability of having a credit approved, Pr(A CREDIT APPROV ED), is 44.41% in the Bayesian network learned with missing data (Figure 10 ), in contrast with the 2.86% obtained in the Bayesian network with the conditional probability tables learned using the full dataset ( Figure 11 ).
Finishing the learning phase, we ended up with two classical Bayesian networks: one for the missing data and another one for the full data represented in Figures 10 and 11 , respectively. The Bayesian network in Figure 11 is our control network and will be used for evaluation purposes. It's conditional probability tables were learned using the full event log. On the other hand, the Bayesian Network on Figure 10 is the one that will be used to compare classical inferences over quantum-like inferences and its conditional probability tables were learned using the same event log, but with 70% of its data randomly missing, this way introducing a high degree of uncertainty in the data.
At this stage one could be arguing about the effectiveness and applicability of Bayesian networks as appropriate decision models for process mining. Bayesian networks have already been used throughout the literature of business process management in many different scenarios [12] . Over the literature, Markov chains are the most commonly used models to represent business processes [2] . However, Bayesian networks provide a different decision-making analysis in the sense that they enable the specification of evidence variables. In other words, they provide the specification of some knowledge about the decision scenario. For example, suppose that the only thing that we know about the state of the application process is that a credit was approved. Then, we can ask the network what is the probability of a certain task occurring (for instance, W Filling In In f ormation), given that we know that a credit was approved, Pr(W Filling In In f ormation|A CREDIT APPROV ED). These types of inferences are unique to to Bayesian networks and provide an interesting type of analysis that is not commonly performed in such type of decision scenarios. What is even more interesting in this case study is that when we observe the state of the random variable In the next section, we will formally present how to perform such types of probabilistic inferences both on classical and quantum-like Bayesian networks.
Exact Inference in Classical and Quantum-Like Bayesian Network
Since the event logs of this financial institute are stored by their execution time, describing a causal sequence between events, we will explore the applicability and effectiveness of Quantum-Like Bayesian Networks [31] in the prediction of several events from the loan application process. A Quantum-Like Bayesian Network can be defined as an acyclic directed graph in which each node represents a random variable, each edge represents a direct influence from the source node to the target node and uses quantum probability amplitudes, which will be responsible for the emergence of quantum interference effects. Moreover, Bayesian Networks allows us to deal with uncertainty: each task can either be present or absent in the business process. Therefore, it is possible to perform special analysis that will enable the computation of the probability of some task of the business process occurring, given that we do not know which tasks have already been performed [33] .
Classical Bayesian Networks
A classical Bayesian Network can be defined by a directed acyclic graph structure in which each node represents a different random variable from a specific domain and each edge represents a direct influence from the source node to the target node. The graph represents independence relationships between variables and each node is associated with a conditional probability table which specifies a distribution over the values of a node given each possible joint assignment of values of its parents. This idea of a node depending directly from its parent nodes is the core of Bayesian Figure 12 : Impact of probabilistic inferences over Bayesian networks for process mining. Bayesian networks enables the specification of observed variables (evidence variables) and the specification of unobserved variables. In the figure, the only thing that was observed (piece of information provided) is that the variable A CREDIT APPROV ED was observed to be present. With this piece of information, we can know the entire workflow of the company with 100% certainty.
Networks. Once the values of the parents are known, no information relating directly or indirectly to its parents or other ancestors can influence the beliefs about it [26] .
Classical Full Joint Distributions
In classical probability theory, the full joint distribution over a set of N random variables Pr(X 1 , X 2 , ..., X N ) corresponds to the probability distribution assigned to all of these random variables occurring together in the same sample space [26] .The full joint distribution of a Bayesian Network, where X i is the list of random variables and Parents(X i )
corresponds to all parent nodes of X i , is given by Equation 3 [35] :
Classical Marginalization
Given a query random variable X and let Y be the unobserved variables in the network, the marginal distribution of X is simply the probability distribution of X averaging over the information about Y . The marginal probability for discrete random variables, can be defined by Equation 4. The summation is over all possible y, i.e., all possible combinations of values of the unobserved values y of variable Y . The term α corresponds to a normalisation factor for the distribution Pr(X) [35] .
Quantum-Like Bayesian Networks
A quantum-like Bayesian Network can be defined by a directed acyclic graph structure in which each node represents a different quantum random variable and each edge represents a direct influence from the source node to the target node. The graph can represent independence relationships between variables, and each node is associated with a conditional probability table that specifies a distribution of quantum complex probability amplitudes over the values of a node given each possible joint assignment of values of its parents. In other words, a quantum-like Bayesian Network is defined in the same way as classical network with the difference that real probability values are replaced by complex probability amplitudes [31] 
Quantum-Like Full Joint Distribution
The quantum-like full joint probability distribution can be defined in the same way as in a classical setting with two main differences: (1) the real probability values are replaced by complex probability amplitudes and (2) the probability value is given by applying the squared magnitude of a projection. In this sense, the quantum-like full joint complex probability amplitude distribution over a set of N random variables ψ(X 1 , X 2 , ..., X N ) corresponds to the probability distribution assigned to all of these random variables occurring together in a Hilbert space. Then, the full joint complex probability amplitude distribution of a quantum-like Bayesian Network is given by:
Note that, in Equation 5, X i is the list of random variables (or nodes of the network), Parents(X i ) corresponds to all parent nodes of X i and ψ (X i ) is the complex probability amplitude associated with the random variable X i . The probability value is extract by applying Born's rule, that is, by making the squared magnitude of the joint probability amplitude, ψ (X 1 , . . . , X N ):
Quantum-Like Marginalization
The quantum-like marginalisation formula is the same as the classical one with two main differences: (1) the real probability values are replaced by complex probability amplitudes, (2) the probability is obtained by applying
Born's rule to the equation. More formally, given a query random variable X and let Y be the unobserved variables in the network, the marginal distribution of X is simply the amplitude probability distribution of X averaging over the information about Y . The quantum-like marginal probability for discrete random variables, can be defined by 
Expanding Equation 7, it will lead to the quantum marginalisation formula [29] , which is composed by two parts: one representing the classical probability and the other representing the quantum interference term (which corresponds to the emergence of destructive / constructive interference effects): Network has N binary random variables, we will end up with 2 N free quantum θ parameters, which is the size of the full joint probability distribution. Figure 13 : General example of a classical Bayesian network. Each node represent a random variable and each edge represents a direct influence from a source node to a target node. Each node is followed by a conditional probability table, which specifies the probaility distribution of a node given its parents. Each node represent a random variable and each edge represents a direct influence from a source node to a target node. Unobserved nodes can produce quantum interference effects, which can disturb the final probability outcomes.
Formal methods to assign values to quantum interference terms is still an open research question, however some work has already been done towards that direction [46, 31, 32] . In this work, we will use the heuristic developed in the work of Moreira and Wichert [31] in order to set the quantum interference parameters.
Quantum Interference Terms
So far, we presented a general quantum-like Bayesian Network model, which performs quantum-like probabilistic inferences. In the recent work of Moreira and Wichert [31] , the authors proposed a similarity heuristic, which proved to be effective in paradoxical scenarios that were violating the Sure Thing Principle [36] . Note that an heuristic is simply a shortcut that generally provides good results in many situations (in this case, for violations to the Sure Thing Figure 15 : Example of how to compute the similarity heuristic proposed in the previous work of Moreira and Wichert [31] .
Probabilistic inferences are computed by selecting from the full joint probability distribution the appropriate assignments. Following the example in Figure 15 , if we want to compute the probability of the random variable A being true, Pr(A = true), then one selects from the full joint probability distribution all the entries where A = true and all entries where A = f alse. These entries correspond to the marginal probability distribution and, if we sum the values of the vectors and normalise them, we will end up with a classical probability answer to the query:
where α is the normalisation factor. If we add a quantum interference term to this formula, then we will end up with a quantum-like probability answer to the same query, γ being the normalisation factor:
The quantum interference parameters θ are obtained by extracting the similarity values between the marginal distribution vectors. This is achieved by computing the cosine similarity between them, which is a widely used similarity function in information retrieval [9] . Following Figure 15 , the cosine similarity will gives us three degrees of similarity between the vectors: θ A , θ B and θ C . In the work of Moreira and Wichert [31] , the authors created the similarity measure φ , which is given by the ratio between the angles of the probability vectors
Note that φ is obtained based on the marginal probability distribution of the data. It measures the relation between two probability values, because we are considering binary random variables, and nothing else.
Just like learning algorithms need to learn the distribution of the data, in the quantum-like Bayesian network we also need to perform an analysis of the data in order to set the quantum interference terms. The way to set quantum interference terms is still an open research question in the literature. Usually, one needs to have prior knowledge of the outcome of a decision scenario and only then manually adjust the the quantum interference effects [34, 17, 25] . This is feasible for very small and controlled decision scenarios, however when we move to large scale and complex decision scenarios with millions of quantum parameters to set, this approach is intractable.
The similarity heuristic proposed by Moreira and Wichert [31] requires the definition of some threshold values based on the similarity measure φ . In their work, the authors were able to obtain proper thresholds to predict many different experiments, which were violating the Sure Thing Principle. In this work, since we are not dealing with violations to the Sure Thing Principle, it was required a preliminary analysis of the data in order to establish the thresholds (or boundaries) of the heuristic function. The function devised is represented in Equation 9 .
It is important to note that both classical and quantum models have the same amount of information: they only use the marginal probability distribution. The difference relies in the fact that classical probability uses real numbers and quantum-like models use complex numbers, which will lead to the emergence of quantum interference effects that can be anything in a given range of values. That is also a reason why we need to specify these thresholds in the heuristic function, otherwise we would have no control over the interference terms. Appendix Appendix B presents in more detail how to compute the similarity heuristic for quantum-like inferences.
Comparison between Classical and Quantum-Like Bayesian Networks
After learning the conditional probabilities of the Bayesian network and after presenting the inference process in Bayesian networks (both classical and quantum-like), we will now proceed with a comparison of the probabilistic inferences obtained in both classical and quantum-like Bayesian networks in the scenario where 70% of the data from the event log is missing.
We reinforce and remind that the fact that we randomly removed 70% of the data is to simulate a real world situation. Although the full dataset was kindly provided by a finance institution, in real world scenarios, financial data suffers from the problem of incomplete data [20] . That is why there is an increasing need in the usage of machine learning algorithms that try to learn a model that can generalise given some sample of data [28] .
In order to compare classical probabilistic inferences with quantum-like inferences in the Bayesian network with missing data, we queried each variable of the Bayesian network and compared the outcome with a Bayesian network whose conditional probability tables were learned using the full data of the event log.
The results of comparing the probabilistic inferences performed in a Bayesian network with classical and quantumlike inferences are detailed in Table 4 . Table 4 : Comparison between quantum-like and classical inferences over a Bayesian network learned using an incomplete dataset (with 70% of missing data). The results show that quantum-like inferences achieved an average error of 8.35% when compared to the 23.82% error obtained in the classical inference. The column COMPLETE DATA BN represents the control network, which was learned using the full dataset.
The results show that the quantum-like inferences were able to adjust the probabilistic inferences of the classical network in scenarios with high levels of uncertainty (no variables observed). One can look at quantum-like probabilistic inferences as an additional layer to the classical inferences that allows a non-linear parameterisation of the data.
It is interesting to notice that quantum-like inferences either outperform classical inferences or, in a worst case sce- Although much more research needs to be done towards this direction, this study suggests that quantum-like inferences can be used as a way to complement inferences in classical models. This can have high impact in several domains where machine learning plays an important role (for instance, medical decision-making),
Advantages and Disadvantages of Quantum-Like Bayesian Networks
It is straightforward that quantum-like Bayesian networks suffer the same problem of the exponential increase The initial analysis that we performed in this work enabled us to identify redundant tasks in the financial institute.
The redundancy of these tasks lead to an increase in operational costs, and to a decrease in the productivity state of the company. With a preliminary analysis, we were able to decrease the number of tasks in the business process from 25 events to 19. In order to have some notion of the impact of this identification in the inference problem, if we used all tasks that were identified in the event log, we would end up with a full joint probability distribution of 6 × 2 23 = 50 331 648 entries, which corresponds to the AMOUNT random variable (which contains 6 different assignments) and 23 binary random variables (which contains 2 23 different assignments). Under a classical setting, this is computationally intractable and in order to deal with these situation we could not use exact inference mechanisms.
An alternative approach would be the usage of approximative inference methods, such as the belief propagation algorithm originally proposed by Pearl [33] . However, quantum-like versions of this algorithm have not been heavily explored in the literature. With the identification of the redundant tasks, we were able to reduce the state space to 6 × 2 19 = 3 145 728 entries, which is already computationally tractable.
The quantum-like Bayesian network suffers from the same problem as the classical network in terms of the exponential increase of the full joint probability distribution, however, it also enables a new set of free parameters, which are the consequence of quantum interference effects. These interference effects can be seen as an additional non-linear parametrical layer that is added to classical inferences in order to refine probabilistic inferences. Of course, a preliminary analysis of the data needs to be performed in order to refine the boundaries that are required for the heuristic proposed in Moreira and Wichert [31] . And the computation of these quantum interference effects can be performed in quadratic time with an addition of m(m + 1)/2m operations, where m is the size of the marginal probability distribution. So, in the end, we lose a little bit of performance, but we are able to get a decision model that represents a decision scenario under high levels of uncertainty much better than a classical network.
All simulations, the Bayesian networks and the code to perform classical and quantum-like inferences that we used in the experimental findings of this work were made freely available for researchers 2 .
Conclusions
In this work, we investigated how classical probabilistic models are affected by incomplete event logs and explored quantum-like probabilistic inferences as an alternative mathematical model to classical probability. We presented a pioneering study of the impact of quantum interference terms in a real life, large scale decision scenario.
We analysed a dataset from a financial institute from the Netherlands concerning loan applications. We were able to discover the underlying processes that make up the institute's business process and we optimised the workflow by identifying redundant tasks and insignificant sequences of tasks. This procedure plays an important role for two main reasons. First, it increases the productivity and efficiency of the institute by reducing operational costs and by decreasing the total time needed to deliver a product / service to the client. Second, because it enables the modelling of optimised decision models that can assist financial chief officers in the process of decision making. We showed an example that, using the full dataset provided by the institute (and after performing the optimisation of the tasks), we were able to determine the workflow of a loan application with certainty only knowing that a credit was successfully approved to a client. However, access to full information is a luxury and also a rare situation. Data is usually missing or unreliable and, in the absence of data, statistical methods cannot come up with a general model representative of the data. For this reason, it is important the study of methods that are capable of dealing with incomplete datasets and uncertainty.
Quantum-like models are part of a recent research field called Quantum Cognition [15] . They have been proved throughout the literature that they are capable of representing uncertainty in a more general way than classical models, due to the usage of quantum interference effects [17, 24] . These interference effects can be seen as an additional non-linear parametrical layer that is added to classical inferences in order to refine probabilistic inferences. The drawback is that a preliminary analysis of the data needs to be performed in order to refine the boundaries that are required for the similarity parameter in the heuristic proposed in Moreira and Wichert [31] . Also, the computation of these quantum interference effects can be performed in quadratic time. So, in the end, we lose a little bit of performance, but we gain in terms of accuracy. So far, quantum-like models have only been applied in very small and controlled experiments [7, 34] . The study conducted in this work represents a first attempt to assess the effectiveness of quantumlike models in real life scenarios. From this work, we verified that under large and complex decision scenarios with high levels of uncertainty, quantum-like inferences were able to outperform classical inferences.
This opens new insights towards the investigation of different and heterogeneous areas of research. Some of those areas pertain to financial economics, which include analysis of a group of securities in portfolios and risk management in banks using quantum-like inferences.
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The algorithm starts by receiving a Bayesian Network represented by a set of factors specified by complex probability amplitudes instead of real probability values. A factor is a function that takes as input a set of random variables and returns all the assignments corresponding to that random variable. For instance, the full joint probability distribution of a network can be seen as a factor. The algorithm also receives a set of observed variables if some conditional probability is being queried. The random variable to be queried is also receive as input.
Given a Bayesian Network represented as set of factors, the algorithm first checks if there are any observed variables. More specifically, if the probabilistic inference is conditioned on some observed variable(s), then, for computational reasons, we set the values of the conditional probability tables, which are not consistent with the observed variables to 0. By doing this, we are computing just the probabilities of the joint probability distribution that matter for the inference process, instead of computing the entire full joint probability distribution table.
Next, we compute the full joint probability distribution. This corresponds to the application of the full joint probability distribution formula described in Equation 5 . Basically, this function performs the product for each assignment of all random variables of the network. One needs to guarantee that the full joint probability distribution obeys to the normalisation axiom, making all entries of distribution sum to one.
Having the full joint distribution factor, we can perform the probabilistic inference by computing the classical marginal probability distribution and the quantum interference term. The function FactorMarginalization corresponds to the selection of all entries of the full joint probability distribution that match the query variable and the evidence variables (if given). It returns two vectors: (1) one corresponding to the entries of the full joint probability where the query variable is observed to occur (we address these probabilities as PositiveProb), and (2) another one corresponding to the entries of the full joint probability where the query variable is observed to not occur (NegativeProb). The classical probability corresponds to a normalised summation of these vectors.
Having the vectors with the positive and negative probabilities resulting from the marginalisation process, we can also compute the quantum-like probabilities (Algorithm 2). The quantum interference formula in Equation 8 is given by set of two summations over the marginal probability vector. Due to normalisation purposes, we will need to compute the quantum interference term corresponding both to the positive and negative probability measures (when the query variable occurs and not occurs). The quantum interference parameter θ is computed according to the similarity heuristic and will be addressed with more detail in Section Appendix B of this Appendix.
Appendix B. The Similarity Heuristic For Quantum Interference Effects
The goal of the similarity heuristic is to determine an angle between the probabilistic vectors associated with the marginalisation of the positive and negative assignments of the query variable. In other words, when performing a
Algorithm 1 Quantum-Like Bayesian Network
Require: F, factor structure ObservedVars, list of observed variables, QueryVar, identifier of the variable to be queried, Ensure: Factor Q, corresponding to the quantum inferences, Factor C, corresponding to the classical inferences 1: /* A factor is a structure containing three lists: var, corresponds to an identifier of a random variable. It also contains the list of the parent vars. card, corresponds to the cardinality of each random variable in var. val, corresponds to the respective conditional probability table. */ 2: Q ← struct( var , QueryVar, card , 2, val, {}); // initialise output factor structure for quantum network 3: C ← struct(var, QueryVar, card , 2, val, {}); // initialise output factor structure for classical network probabilistic inference from a full joint probability distribution table, we select from this table all probabilities that match the assignments of the query variable. If we sum these probabilities, we end up with a final classical probability inference. If we add an interference term to this classical inference, we will end up with a quantum-like inference. In this case, we can use these probability vectors to obtain additional information to compute the quantum interference parameters. The general idea of the similarity heuristic is to use the marginal probability distributions as probability vectors and measure their similarity through the law of cosines formula, which is a similarity measure well known in the Computer Science domain and it is widely used in Information Retrieval [9] . According to this degree of similarity, we will apply a mapping function with an heuristically nature, which will output the value for the quantum
Algorithm 2 ComputeQuantumProbability
Require: PositiveProb, vector of marginal probabilities when QueryVar occurs, NegativeProb, vector of marginal probabilities when QueryVar does not occur, Ensure: List Q with probabilistic inference using quantum theory 1: inter f erence pos ← 0; 2: length assign ← length(PositiveProb); 3: // For all probability assignments, 4: for i = 1; 1i ≤ length assign − 1; i = i + 1 do
5:
for j = i + 1; j ≤ length assign; j = j + 1 do 6: // Compute the quantum interference parameter θ according to a given heuristic function 7: heurs ← SimilarityHeuristic(PosAssign, NegAssign) 
